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Corrigenda 
“Construction of Genus Field and Some Applications” 
by M. Bhaskaran 
Volume 11, Number 4, November 1979, pages 488-497 
Page 489, line 20, replace “p = 1” with ‘p = 2.” 
Page 490, Theorem 1, line 1 replace “cyclic” with “abelian.” 
Page 491, line 15, replace “L(QGg,JQ(/3,-,))” with “G(Q(/-I,)/Q(j3,- ,)).I’ 
Page 492, paragraph 2, line 3, replace “qrU-‘xr” modp@” with “gr”-‘xrU 
mod ppp.” 
Page 492, paragraph 2, line 5, replace “II 23 11” with “)I ‘$3 II.” 
Page 493, line 8, replace “q = qru-‘xru.” with “q = g”-‘x”.” 
Page 493, lines 9 - 12 should read: 
“modpPP which is not an r”th power mod p +, a contradiction unless u = 1. 
If u > 1, this contradiction shows that our assumption in (2) is wrong. Thus 
f 2 6X&). By induction, we get NW(k) I> Q(&) and hence k I) 6X/?,). 
Allowing r to run through all the prime factors of et, we get that s1@) c a.” 
So we have to deal with the case u = 1. Suppose R $ a@,). Then consider 
k@,) instead of k and, repeating the arguments as above, we find that 
NCF(k(jI,)) contains an abelian field of degree r’+ ’ and conductor pp” or 
ppp+ ‘. Then the maximal abelian subextension of NCF(k@,))/k which we 
denote by F also contains this abelian field. The only prime ramified in F/k 
is a prime divisor of p and the relative ramification index is r. As a normal 
extension can be viewed as a fully ramified extension of the inertia field of a 
prime, it follows that F is fully ramified with relative ramification index r 
over a subextension F’/k where F’/k is unramified abelian. This shows that 
I? 13 F’. But F’ contains an abelian field of degree r’ and conductor ppp since 
[F: F’] = r. This abelian field must be J2@). Thus Q”‘) c R. 
Page 493, omit lines 13-21. 
Page 493, line 22, change “Case iii” to “Case (ii).” 
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450 CORRIGENDA 
Page 493, after line 31, insert: 
Case (iii). 8 ] p”’ and 4 ] ep *. In this case, by an argument similar to that 
in Case (ii), we can prove that Q(d) c R. Hence Q(d) c RI. Now 
modifying the arguments in Case (i) and the preliminaries to it by 
considering G(Q(~~Z)/Q(fi)) (to generate this, we take q to be ~5 mod 8 
and a primitive 2P2-2th root of 2”) which is a cyclic group of order 2pz-2 
instead of G(Q(c;l)/Q) and taking V(k) instead of iVCF(k) we can prove 
that a(*) c R’. (For this purpose, we note that Corollary 1 takes the form 
qr@q = & mod 2p2 when q = 5 mod 8 and p = 2 since q f a* = 1 mod 4.) 
COROLLARY 2. If I? f i?, then either a = &(fl) or I? = IZ~D@“) 
where 0 (PO) is the cyclic subfield of if of degree ep*, and conductor pp. In any 
case, [R: F] = 1 or 2. 
Proof. When 4(e,*, g/ 2 Q(G) (by Case (iii) in the proof of 
Theorem 1). Then the norms of non-zero elements in 8’ are positive and by 
the arguments in Case (i) of the proof of Theorem 1, we get x1 3 a@) for all 
odd primes. By Case (iii) of the proof of Theorem 1, a(*) cd’. Hence 
x = RI. When ef = 2 and 2p2 = 4, g 2 C!(g) (by Theorem 1). Taking 
k(g) instead of k and CF(k)(\/--r) instead of MY(k) in the proof of the 
theorem and using similar arguments, we get that w’(G) r> n, 52@’ as 
norms of non-zero elements in /c(g) are positive. Hence R = Z?‘(G). If 
ec = 2 and 2p2 = 8 then 52 (*) = Q(v/Z) c x and since a(*) is real, J2(‘) c 8’. 
In this case or when ef = 1, suppose a@~) c? g’ for some odd prime p,,. 
Then by the arguments in Case (i) of the proof of Theorem 1, R’ contains a 
subfield of #Q” of degree ezJ2. As 52 @J) must be non-real, the norms of non- 
zero elements in kG@o) are positive. Taking kD@O) for k and CF(k) s2@O) for 
MY(k) in the proof of the theorem and using similar arguments, we find 
that a’Gwo) 3 n4 0 @‘. Since RI contains a subfield of G@o’ of degree efJ2, 
it follows that [K: d’] = 2. Thus the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3. If 4 1 e: , then k is totally complex. 
Proof. Let u(k) be a conjugate of k over Q. Then taking u(k) instead of 
k in the arguments of Case (iii) of the proof of Theorem 1, we get that 
CF(a(k)) 2 Q(g). H ence u(k) is non-real. Hence the corollary. 
Remark. If [E: E”] = 2, then RI is of the form kl-J, R’(p) where each 
Q’@) is a cyclic field where p is fully ramified. 
Page 495, lines 19-36, and page 496, lines 1-3, should be replaced by: 
THEOREM 3. Let k be any number field. Then there exist infinite number 
of rational primes of positive density which split into principal k-primes with 
residue class degrees divisible by e,* (when p > 2) or e,*/2 (when p = 2). 
CORRIGENDA 4.51 
Proof. By Lemma 2, infinite number of rational primes (of positive) 
density) = c mod@P (where c is a primitive root of ppp when 8 (pop or 
c = 3 mod 8 and a primitive p”p-* th root of pp* when 8(ppp) split into prin- 
cipal k-primes. Let q be one such rational prime. Then k-prime divisors of q 
do not gain degree in NCF(k) (by classifield theory) and so do not gain 
degree in Z?. So, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that q gains 
degree e,* or ez/2 in a subfield of a. But by Theorem 1, I? contains a@) and 
by the well-known law of decomposition for cyclotomic fields, q gains degree 
et (when p > 2) or e,*/2 (when p = 2). Thus the proof is complete. 
The following result easily follows from this 
COROLLARY 4. If k is a normal number field, k is cyclic of degree e,* 
(when p > 2) or e,*/2 (when p = 2) over a subfield. 
“Transcendence Order over O$, in C,” 
by Alain Escassut 
Volume 16, Number 3, June 1983, pages 395-402 
Correction of the Proof of Theorem 1, pages 397-399: 
We denote by Aut(H) the set of the Qp-isomorphisms from H into Qp. 
(Then Lemma 1 is true, but Aut(H) is not a group!) 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows exactly in the same way as before, but 
when proving L c U$[b] we must consider u and r E Aut(L), (I # r, and 
prove u(b) # r(b). First suppose u(a,) # z(ai) and u(aj) = r(aj) for j < i with 
i < N. By (1), v(a(ai) - z(ai)) = v(a,) =fi; hence v(u(b) - z(b)) =fi. 
Second, if o(a,)= r(ah) for all h < N then u(b) - s(b) =~(a’) - s(a’); 
hence assuming u(b) = z(b) implies u(a’) = z(a’) and hence u = r. Finally 
u(b) # s(b). 
[This inadvertant mistake was brought to my attention by Bertin Diarra, 
Clermont-Ferrand, France.] 
